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PREOCCUPATION PIT 
Matthew 5:27-37 

Prayer… 

This morning we continue our journey through


	 the greatest sermon ever preached: Jesus’ Sermon on the Mount.


	 	 Last week Elaine explained a transition in the sermon


	 	 	 where we start to encounter 6 


	 	 	 	 “You have heard it said, 


	 	 	 	 	 but I say to you…” statements.


Last week we explored


	 the commandment not to murder


	 	 and learned that Jesus doesn’t want us to focus on 


	 	 	 the letter of the law but the spirit of the law.


This morning we’ll encounter 


	 another similar lesson but in the context of do not commit adultery.


	 	 But we’re going to go beyond that


	 	 	 and see the progression Jesus makes from there


	 	 	 	 as he addresses the issue of divorce 


	 	 	 	 	 and making oaths.
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I’m suggesting this morning that


	 what we preoccupy our minds with 

will determine our character. 

As we move forward


	 we’ll explore these three topics Jesus unpacks


	 	 (adultery, divorce, making oaths)


	 	 	 and we’ll trace the progression through them all


	 	 	 	 to find that what we preoccupy our minds with 


	 	 	 	 	 will determine our character.


ADULTERYLUST 

Jesus teaches,


“You have heard it said, ‘You shall not commit adultery,’ But I tell 

you that anyone who looks at a woman lustfully has already 

committed adultery with her in his heart.”


Similar to last week regarding murder,


	 Jesus references the seventh commandment regarding adultery.


Now the 10 Commandments were central


	 to the religious teachings of the Pharisees.


But often the way they were communicated and taught
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	 was by drawing specific lines with the idea


	 	 “As long as you don’t cross this line, you’re ok with God. 


	 	 	 Doesn’t matter if you’re toes are touching line, 


	 	 	 	 as long as you don’t cross it, you’ll be fine.”


Jesus corrects that falsity by recapturing


	 the spirit of the law. 


	 	 And so tells us that even looking at someone lustfully


	 	 	 (whether male or female) 


	 	 	 	 is the same as the act of adultery.


Jesus equates the two


	 because when you boil the act of adultery down


	 	 it becomes a matter of the heart.


No one wakes up in the morning


	 and says to themselves,


	 	 “You know what, I think I’m going to throw my marriage away 


	 	 	 and have an affair.”


Affairs don’t start the moment two people physically connect.


	 There’s weeks, months or years of the fantasy 


	 	 playing out in the mind.
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Every time that fantasy plays


	 the heart shuts down because it finds itself splitting:


	 	 I’m caught between my love for my spouse


	 	 	 and this fantasy I’m enjoying.


If left too long, the fantasy consumes you


	 and the heart becomes even more fractured;


	 	 a schism forms between your thought life and reality


	 	 	 and you have to choose which world to live in.


And so we reach verses 29-30 


	 which often leave people feeling uncomfortable.


If your right eye causes you to stumble, gouge it out and 

throw it away…if your right hand causes you to stumble, 

cut it off and throw it away. It is better for you to lose one 

part of your body than for your whole body to go into hell.


Some Christians throughout history


	 have read these very words 


	 	 and being full of so much zeal for God


	 	 	 they take them literally.
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One of the most famous Christians who did this


	 was Origen of Alexandria


	 	 who read these verses and proceeded to castrate himself.


It is for this reason that a lot of Christians today


	 feel very uncomfortable with these verses,


	 	 so we have to ask the question,


	 	 	 does Jesus really want us to maim ourselves?


I believe Jesus does not want that.


	 Jesus is rather communicating how serious


	 	 we need to approach the issue of sin in our lives.


That sin is so detrimental to our being —


	 it causes the fracturing and schism mentioned earlier —


	 	 that he’s able to use such graphic imagery


	 	 	 to convey that truth.


If your eye causes you to sin,


	 it’d be better to gouge it out, 


	 	 eliminating the physical ability to sin 


	 	 	 rather than continuing in that sin.


Other Christians have read this passage
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	 and concluded that certain friendships need to be severed


	 	 because they’re afraid of being friends with a non-Christian


	 	 	 will cause them to sin.


I don’t think that’s what Jesus wants either 


	 (unless there’s specific circumstances 


	 	 where it might be the healthiest option).


	 	 	 Because situations like that are more


	 	 	 	  a call for self-discipline.


The cutting off is around cutting off sin.


	 It’s not subjecting ourselves to the patterns,


	 	 the preoccupation, with habitual sin.


Obviously, as fallen humans, we’re subject to sin eventually,


	 but Jesus’ call to live counter-culturally


	 	 is to find ourselves surrendering to Jesus’ transformation


	 	 	 and allow Him to heal us of our habitual sins


	 	 	 	 and find freedom from them.


Because by not cutting off these sins


	 we find ourselves on the path to hell.


Now the word used for hell 
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	 is the word Gehenna


	 	 which was the Greek version of the Hebrew phrase meaning


	 	 	 the “Valley of Hinnom” which was a ravine 


	 	 	 	 running along the south side of Jerusalem


	 	 	 	 	 where garbage from the city was constantly 


	 	 	 	 	 	 being burned.


According to late Jewish popular belief,


	 the last judgment was to take place in this valley.


	 	 So Gehenna was rendered as a “place of punishment”


	 	 	 or “place where the dead suffer” or 


	 	 	 	 “place where the dead suffer because of their sins.”


It was only until later when the King James Version came out


	 that the word was referred to as “hell.”


So Jesus is alluding to


	 a place of punishment, suffering and death


	 	 if we maintain the course of the sin.


	 	 	 And so it’s better to lose a limb than end up 


	 	 	 	  in that final destination.


	 	 	 	 	 This is how seriously Jesus takes sin.
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DIVORCE 

Now this launches us into the next statement on divorce.


	 In his Sermon on the Mount,


	 	 Jesus gives a very brief summary of his teaching on divorce


	 	 	 which He expands later in Matthew 19.


He says,


“It has been said, ‘Anyone who divorces his wife must give her a 

certificate of divorce.’ But I tell you that anyone who divorces his 

wife, except for sexual immorality, makes her the victim of 

adultery, and anyone who marries a divorced woman commits 

adultery.


At the time of Jesus’ ministry,


	 there was a controversy about divorce


	 	 between the two rival rabbinic schools of Hillel and Shammai.


Rabbi Shammai took an extreme strictness view 


	 and taught from Deuteronomy 24:1


	 	 If a man marries a woman who becomes displeasing to him  

because he finds something indecent about her…


His interpretation of indecent


	 became very broad and so husbands would use the excuses
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	 	 “My wife burnt my food and it was indecent behaviour”


	 	 	 or if they were attracted to another woman,


	 	 	 	 men would argue it was unseemly of their wife 


	 	 	 	 	 not to try harder.


So in theory you could only divorce your wife 


	 if they did something indecent,


	 	 but the list of indecent acts became so broad


	 	 	 the law itself lost all meaning.


The other school of thought was from Rabbi Hillel


	 who was the more popular teaching.


	 	 Hillel held a very lax view of divorce


	 	 	 and didn’t have many restrictions on it.


When Jesus is later tested on this question (Matthew 19)


	 they want to know which stream of thinking Jesus falls into.


	 	 In Matthew 19 Jesus doesn’t answer the question 


	 	 	 about divorce but rather draws attention 


	 	 	 	 to God’s vision for marriage.


So we find in the Sermon on the Mount,
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	 Jesus teaching that anyone who divorces his wife… 

makes her the victim of adultery….


	 	 	 because God’s vision for marriage is always to seek 


	 	 	 	 forgiveness and reconciliation.


I recognize today


	 there are a lot of contexts where relationships 


	 	 have been left damaged for so long 


	 	 	 that forgiveness and reconciliation will never be reached. 


But within the context of these two schools of thought, 


	 Jesus teaches the counter-cultural way of monogamy 


	 	 when many men wanted to divorce their wives 


	 	 	 for selfish and irrational reasons.


MAKINGOATHS 

At first glance it seems Jesus is switching gears.


	 He’s talked about adultery and divorce which have connections,


	 	 and then moves onto making oaths.


But if we read these verses


	 in the context of the oaths taken at marriage
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	 	 we’ll find they not only apply to everyday oaths


	 	 	 but include the oaths we take to our spouse.


“Again, you have heard that it was said to people long ago, ‘Do not 

break your oath, but fulfill to the Lord the vows you have made.’ But I 

tell you, do not swear an oath at all.”


If we consider this statement in the context of a wedding,


	 I’m sure many of us will admit it’d be a rather dull ceremony.


	 	 Can you have a wedding without vows?


By saying this,


	 Jesus is declaring,


“You shouldn’t need to swear an oath at all, because if you’re a 

true disciple of mine people will know your reputation of 

keeping your word. You won’t need to swear an oath because 

you are trustworthy, honest and dependable enough not to 

need it.”


The Pharisees were teaching a formula 


	 to properly take an oath - making it valid and binding.


	 	 Taking passages like Leviticus 19:12
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	 	 	 You shall not swear by my name falsely, and so  

profane the name of your God.


The Pharisees “…shifted people’s attention


	 away from the vow itself and the need to keep it 


	 	 to the formula used in making it.


They argued that what the law was really prohibiting


	 was not taking the name of the Lord in vain, 


	 	 but taking the name of the Lord in vain. 


	 	 	 ‘False swearing’ they concluded, meant profanity…” 
1

Jesus leaves no wiggle room.


	 He concludes by saying


	 	 All you need to say is simply ‘Yes’ or ‘No’; anything beyond  

this comes from the evil one.


We don’t need to exaggerate or hyperbolize our language.


	 We need to follow through with what we say.


	 	 In the context of marriage, if we say we’ll love our spouse 


	 	 	 for better, for worse, for richer, for poorer, 


	 	 	 	 in sickness and in health, to love and to cherish,


 Stott, John R.W. The Message of the Sermon on the Mount. (Leicester: InterVarsity Press, 1978), 100.1
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	 	 	 	 	  till death do us part 


	 	 	 	 	         we need to mean it beyond just saying it.


Likewise with any other oath or vow we make.


	 If we promise to pray for someone…we need to do it!


	 	 To say we will and not follow through not only makes us liars,


	 	 	 it cheapens our understanding of prayer.


If we vow to partake in the ministry of a congregation


	 (as we do when we become professing members)


	 	 we need to show up, get involved, participate in the ministry,


	 	 	 get to know our brothers and sisters 


	 	 	 	 who make the same vow.


If we promise God that we trust Him


	 and put our faith in Him to take care of us,


	 	 we need to follow through in the moments 


	 	 	 He calls us into uncomfortable situations.


TODAY


There’s a flow between these 3 sections: 


	 Adultery to Divorce to Oaths.


At the core of it all is a matter of preoccupation. 
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What we preoccupy our minds with 

will determine our character. 

The Christian character that Jesus describes 


	 in the Sermon on the Mount might sound 


	 	 difficult, traditional or unrealistic. 


Living counter-culturally will leave us feeling this way, frequently. 


	 And we can be tempted the same way the Pharisees were 


	 	 in looking at the words on the page 


	 	 	 and seeing the letter of the law 


	 	 	 	 rather than the spirit of the law.


But true Christian character relies,


	 not on our ability to live these teachings out perfectly,


	 	 but on the fact that JESUS lived them out for us, perfectly!


Not only that,


	 but He gave us His Holy Spirit


	 	 who teaches us (on the job as it were)


	 	 	 how to live this way once we’ve received the Holy Spirit.


The apostle Paul writes,
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Those who live according to the flesh have their minds set on 

what the flesh desires; but those who live in accordance with the 

Spirit have their minds set on what the Spirit desires.  2

What we preoccupy ourselves with


	 will determine the character we have;


	 	 will determine how we live and what we focus on.


If we set our minds and hearts


	 on pursuing God, revealed in Jesus 


	 	 and made known by His Holy Spirit,


	 	 	 God’s Kingdom Character will permeate 


	 	 	 	 through our lives. Amen.

 Romans 8:52


